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A methcd of determining the kind of distortion mcdes of an aircraft 
that are likely to lead to control-surface flutter is described. In it 
arbitrary modes of flexure and torsion are selected ati, for given 
critual flutter speeds and frequencies, the flutter equations are solved 
for the smplxtude ratio between the arbitrary moies an? the frequency of 
the resulting composite male. The method has been used in an accident 
investigation to indicate the type of flutter that might ensue from a 
structural weakening of the wing. It is thought that the method may also 
have useful applications in design. 

9. Replaces R.A.E. Technical Note No.Struotures 148 - A.R.C. 17826 

This paper was written ori-@nally in-1955; when it had limited circulation. 
Because it is felt to be of general interest even today, it is being reissued 
with a limited amount of revision with a view to wider ciroulation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Some time ago an aircraft suffered a structural failure in flight which 
quickly resulted in its disintegration. Eye-witness accounts and cin6 films 
taken from the ground established that the wing tips appeared as blurs Just 

before they broke away, pointing to flutter as a possible cause of the accident. 
A theoretical investigation of the flutter possibilities wasthen'made at the 
R.A.E. 

The most likely form of flutter was wing-aileron flutter and conventional 
calculations were made using the measured ground resonance modes of the aircraft, 
but the only flutter speeds obtained were well beyond the capabilities of the 
aircraft. It was thought, however, that the wing might have been weakened. 
The conventional type 'of calculation could easily allow for weakening in SO far 
as it might have affected the modal frequencies (i.e. the overall stiffnesses), 
but consideration of the effect of possible changes in the model shapes, which 
could be important, required a different ap?rcach. This Note describes the 
investigation that was made of the latter aspect. 

'A direct approach to the investigation would have been to specify the 
structural changes considered likely due to weakening, calculate the 
corresponding changes in the normal mcdes, and then cslculate the flutter 
characteristics appropriate to the'modified modes. The approach actually 

* adopted was to calculate the types of mcde that would give flutter at a 
specified speed end frequency, and then consider which of these types of m&e, 
if any, might have resulted from a structural weakening.' This inverse method 
is considered to have useful application? in design as well as in accident 
investigations of the kini described here. 

2 BASIS OF THE INVESTIGATION 

Attention is confined to wing-aileron flutter since, at the time of the 
investigation, this was deemed more likely. The extension of the method to 
other forms of flutter, such as wing flexure-torsion, is straightforward. 

The wxng of the aircraft is allowed to distort in a mode composed of 
simple arbitrary modes of flexure and torsion, the amplitude ratio of these 
components being left variable. \Binary flutter equations with the ccmposite 
mode and aileron rotation as degrees of rreedon are derived. These equations 
are solved for the amplitude ratio of the component modes‘and the freruenoy 
of the composite mode for an assumed crit'ical flutter speed and frequency 
(and therefore frequency parameter). Vhether it is an upper or lower critical 
speed can be determined by substituting the values of the amplittie.ratio and 
m&al stiffness in,the original equations and applying the stability tests 
given by Templeton . 

The procedure is repeated for different flutter frequencies and modal 
stiffnesses so that a family of modes giving flutter at a specified speed 
is obtained. These modes are then compared with the ground resonance modes 
of the aircraft. If any of &he ground resonance modes are similar to the 
critical modes the pertinent flutter coefficients csn be compared. From this 
comparison it is comparatively easy, with binary ccefficients,to determine 
the amount the ground resonance made (or aerodynamic derivatives if these are 
in doubt) needs to be in error to promote flutter. 

There follows a more detailed account of the calculations that were made 
as part of the accident Investigation. 

3 DETAILS OB CALCDLATION 

For simplicity the distortion in the arbitrary males is confined,to the 
outboard parts of the wing‘s;- This limitation is considered justified &nvlew 
of the minor importance of the rest of the aircraft in aileron flutter and the 
qualitative nature of the investigation. The arbitrary modes are parabolio 



flexure and lux?ar torsion about the wmg leading edge. The deflection of any 
point on the wug is therefore given by 

?. = z8 +ax = 

= for + Fx = (71 - 0.4)' crl (n - 0.4) + P(q + R/F - 0.5) x i(Tl - 0.5) 

? 
where z ~ is the local displacement at the wing leading edge, 

a is the local incidence of the wing, 

x is the distance downwind of the leading edge, 

f and F are flexure ati torsion functions respectively, 

Or is a reference chord, 

"(1 is y/s i.e. the distance from the centre line as a fraction of the 
semi-span, 

. l(4, the Heavuuie step function, is zero when u is negative and 
unity when u is positive and 

P and R are variables. 

The variable R is included to take account of twst of the inboard wing which, 
although not Important in itself, uxfluences the incu!lence of the outboard 
wing. The deflection of the leading edge is eero until rl is larger than 0.4 
and thu will be representative of the deflections in most-ground resonance 
modes for they are generally small near the middle of the wug. The point 
r) = 0.5 for the torsion mcde is chosen for a similar reason. 

The aercdynaaic force an3 moment coefficients are estimated on the basis 
of strip theory and equivalent constant strip derivatzves, the spanwise 
integrations being carried out analytically. The derivatives are evaluated 
according to the recommendations for low-aspect-ratio wings by Snhinnick*, 
Steady motion vales are assumed. for the stiffness derivatives. The damping 
derivatives are assumed tke same as the equivalent stiffness derivatives where 
possible (e.g. Ci assumed to be Aa); otherwise they are obtained by a oompari- 

son of the three-dimensional steady-motion derivatives ard the turning-point 
values of the two-dimensional damning and stiffness derivatives. The inertia 
derivatives are given their two-d&wnslonal values. All these derivatives 
are indepenlent of frequency parameter. 

For the evaluation of the inertia coefficients the continuous wing 
structure is replaced by a number of discrete masses and the aileron divided 
into chordwise strips. The aileron circuit ucorporates a power unit with 
no feedback. Although the unit IS positioned unsymmetrically in the cu?cult 
there is no detectable different between the natural frequenues of rotation 
of the two'ailerons, whxh are about 10 c.p.s. 

The equations for binary flutter between the ccmposlte wing mode and 
aileron rotation are derzved in the Appendix: The flutter determinant is 
a function of the modal variables (P ard R), the frequency parameter v , the 
airspeed (V) and the stiffness of the aircraft in the composite mode E . ti 
Since the determinant is ccinplex its equation to zero can be solved for taco 
variables. R is given definite values whzch are likely to result in reason- 
able modes. The values of frequency parameter chosen are those usually 
encountered in control surface flutter - chiefly a value of uuty.. The air- ~- -- ___~ ._ 
speed at whwh the accident-occurred 1;s kndGn~%~th~~ fair-&gree of accurao~< 
being estimated at about 1000 ft/seo. The combination of a flutter speed of 
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1c.00 ft/seo and a frequency parmeter 0f unity gives a flutter frequency of 
17.3 c.p.a., which is above the aileron frequency, as It should be, and is 
not at variance with the order of frequency indicated by the oing falm record* 

4 FGZSJLTS OF CALCULATION 

The modes obtained from the calculation are nresented in Figs.1 and 2. 
For most of them the flutter frequency parameter is unity which oorres?ods 
to a flutter frequency of 17.3 c.p.s. at the assumed flutter soeed of 1000 ft/ 
set at sea level. ~1 the modes have a large amount of torsion and their 
nodal lines run in spanwlse directions. The number of modes obtsined is 
limited but it is clear that any made in which the nodal line intersects the 
tip between the aileron mass-balance and the trailing edge, or Just in front 
of the leading edge, is likely to promote flutter. 

As part of the accident investigation, these critical modes were coWWed 
with the ground resonance mcdes of ths aircraft. The latter included an 
antisymmetric mode at 18.8 c.p.s. whose nodal line ran in a spanwise dxrection 
and intersected the tip Just an front of the tr‘uling edge (see Fig.3(a)). 
Attention was then transferred to this and no attempt was made to fini any 
further critical maies. It is unlikely that a predominantly flexural mcde. 
would give flutter as the aileron mass-balance arrangement is probably quite 
effective in such a mode. A binary calculation with the ground resonance 
mode at 18.8 o.p.s. confined to the outboard parts of the wing gave no flutter. 
However, increasing the torsion in this mode by 32$, the leadin edge dis- 
placement and the medal frequency being unchanged (see Fzg.3(b) 'j , flutter 
occurred at a speed of 930 ft/sec ani a frequency parameter of 1.2. 

Whilst a probable ex;,lanation of the primary failure of the aircraft 
has been found on strength gratis, films of the ac,cXlent suggest that the 
aircraft vibrated before breaking up. If this is so, it seems likely that 
the outer parts of the wing broke awayas a result of aleron flutter in a 
mode similar to the mode at l&.8 o.p.s., the modification of the mode 
mcessary to make it critical arxs~ng from the primary strength f:ulure in 
the main structure. There is no suggestion that the aircraft lacked a 
satisfactory margin of safety in its original condition. 

5 USES OF TrIE!SXHNIQUE 

The technique described in this Note proved useful in an acoldc3nt 
investigation ard should be useful in other accident investigations where 
the flutter mode 1s not known or where none of tile known modes give flutter. 

The technique might also be useful in proving the mass-balance systems 
of new aircraft. It is sometimes the practice that control-surface flutter 
calculations are not m?dc until the ground resonnnce ~&es are available; 
that is until the aircraft is ready to fly. The ground resonance modes 
are then examined ard possibly dangerous TIC&S selcoted for flutter C~CU- 
lations; ard full flight clearance of the nircraft must await a satisfactory 
outcome of these calculations. The tim- this process takes is often a 
serious matter, ard the position might be eased if simple calculations were 
ma&~ in the design stage to mixate what types of moie are likely to prove 
dangerous. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

A method of calculating types of male of an aarcraft that give control- 
surface flutter has been described. The method has been used in an nocident 
investigation and has provided. useful results. It is thought that the method 
has other useful applications. 
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APPENDIX I 

Derivation of binary flutter equations and form of solution 

The flutter equations are derived, as is usual, from the Lagranglan 
equations of motion. Let q, and q, be the generalised coordimtes 

and the motion be simple harmonic so that &, = -~'q~. 

The deflection of any point on the wing is 

where 

e = (for + Fx)q,, 

f = (v - 0.4Y l(?l - 0.4) 

and 

F = P(q + R/P - 0.5) l(rl - 0.5) , 

A point on the aileron has a further deflcctmn 

z = x a .a% 

where xa is the distance downwind of' the aileron hinge line. 

The structural kinetic energy is 

A.1 

A.2 

A.3 

T = + c 2 
Sm(%+ia) = Sm ((for + FX)&., + xa fi2j2 A.4 

1. 

Putting 

A.5 

42 = A*, = s Ea or f+(;;;i;z+d.mx,)Fj 9 drl k A.6 

and * 
A -2 

22 = Aa s drl 

! 

where m is the mam of the wing per unit span, 

iE is the first moment of rnng about its leading edge per unit span, 

Ei? is the seocnd moment of the wing about its leading edge per 
unit span, 

=a is the first moment of the aileron about its hinge line per unit 
SPnn, 

iz2 a is the second moment of the aileron about its hinge lint per unit 
span, 

and d is the distance from the aileron hinge line to the wmg leading 
edge. 
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The structural stiffness in the composite mode is given by the final 
solution. The structural stiffness in the aderon degree-of-freedom is 
given by its mtural frequency in still-air and its inertia ccefficxnt, 
for 

i.e. 

d aT 
dV 

+e = 0 
TE *y aq, 

2 

1 

2 -w2 AZ2 + Ez2 = 0 
J 

where 
av 

2 

a92 
= E22 sr, 

and w2 is the natural frequency of the aderon. 

The work done by the aerdynarmo foroes z.n a small dxsplacement, 

SW = - L6.z + M6a + H6p = Q, "q., + Q, bq, = 

= + La F s, cr f &l, drl 

0 

i 

+ pv 
2 “rfT 

s - + Ma Fq, + MP s, z 0 FSq, Q 

0 

+ pv2s + Ha F q, + HP q2> "q2 av 

ail 

where 

Lz = - v2 4;. + iv Ai + es , etc. 

Putting 

Qi = - p v2 so; piii q + 6ij qj) 
where 

A.7 

I A.8 

A.9 

WC 

6. = 1J 
- $ - r a. + iv b.. + 0.. , v 

1J r 1J =J r 
=+I 
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Oil = J 
y he + $ f-F(d, - 

r 

and b and a ooeffioients which can be obtsined from the corresponding o 

coefficients by including additional factors $ and within the integral 
r 

and using the appropriate derivatives. 

The Lagrsngian equations of motion are 

& 
aT “e 

‘--5 = Qi a\ 
A.11 

Dividing them by pV'scz to make them non-dimensional they become 

(- ~'a,, + ivb,, + c,, + e,,y)q, + (- v2a12 + iub,2 + o,2)q2 = 0 1 
1 A.12 

(- v2a2, + ivb2, + c2,)q + (- v2az2 + ivbz2 + oz2 + ez2y)q2 = 0 
! 

where 

I 
aij = A+-, pots =j 

When numerical values are substituted. for vF, R and y the direct vmg 

term is quadratic in P and linear in e,, with complex coefficients, the cross 

terms are linear in P with complex coefficients and the direct aileron term 
is a complex number. The real ard imaginary parts of the determlnantal 
equation give two equations which are quadratics in P and linear in e,,. 

51 
is eliminated from them and the resulting quadratic is solved for P. 

The roots P ~111 not necessarily be real but only real roots have a mean- 
ing since it is assumed in the derlvatlon of the equations that all points 
on the wing are either In or out of phase when it is oscillating in the 
composite mcdc. If P is real e 

11 
will be real but not necessarily positive. 
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From physical considerations the roots P only have meaning if the associated e,, 

the direct stiffness of the composite m&e, is positive. 2The stil;-air frequency 
of the isolated composite mode 1s given by the equation ~0, = e,,/cr a,,. If P 

and e,, are real the coefflclents in equations A.12 will be real ard the solution 

'of these equations by equating the real and imagukuy parts of the determlnarIta1 
equation separately to zero 1s equvalek to equating the penultxnate Routh Test 
Function to zero. The question of whether the system flutters below or above 
the assumed critical speed can be resolved by finding the sign of the funotlon 
for a speed close to that assumed, using the derived values of P and e 11' 
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